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silicon are investigated in detail for impurity concentrations
The EPR properties of phosphorus-doped
5 X 10' & N& & 1.6 X 10" donorsjcm' and temperatures 1.1 & T & 35 K. Particular care is taken to
broadened spectra obtained correspond to well-defined experimental
ensure that the inhomogeneously
"passage cases. Rapid-passage and slow-passage spectra are converted into directly comparable
"absorption envelope" forms which are convolutions of Lorentzian spin packets and Gaussian envelope
functions. Spin-lattice relaxation times, spin-packet widths, and g values are presented for both the
hyperfine and broad-center-line (BCL) components of the spectra. The hyperfine-line spin-packet widths
exhibit a concentration dependence and have magnitudes which are larger than those expected from
spin-echo measurements of T2. A previously unreported concentration dependence is also observed for
concentration dependences
the hyperfine-line g value. Although similar g-value and spin-packet-width
are noted for the BCL, the BCL parameters exhibit temperature dependences which are distinct from
those observed for the corresponding hyper6ne-line quantities. A comparison of the fractional spin
susceptibility associated with the BCL and the results of a percolation calculation indicates that the
BCL can be attributed to clusters of three or more interacting donor atoms. Evidence is also presented
for a hyperfine-line spin-lattice relaxation process which proceeds through cross relaxation with fast
relaxing cluster (BCL) centers. This process is shown to be consistent with the experimental
temperature dependences of the BCL and hyperfine relaxation rates.

"

I. INTRODUCTION
A great amount of effort has been devoted to the
study of the EPR properties of n-type silicon at
low temperatures. ' The observed characteristics
of samples with relatively small impurity concentrations (Nn) are reasonably well understood in
terms of the isolated-donor or pseudo-hydrogenatom model. In this model the paramagnetic extrinsic electrons are strictly localized to a given
impurity site. On the other hand, the properties
of very heavily doped samples can be interpreted
in terms of the forma. lisms usually x"eserved for

high-density

tems.

3

delocalized-electron

"metallic" sys-

~

The present work is concerned with the relatively
more complex EPR properties of samples with
impurity concentrations intermediate to these extremes. In the case of phosphorus-doped silicon
(Si: P) this "intermediate concentration range"
can be considered to include samples with 1~ 10'
Some quantitative
~&Nn ~& 2x ],0~8 donors/cm~,
understanding of the EPR spectra peculiar to the
lower end of this range has been obtained through
the "donor-pair" approach 6 i This model tx'ea. ts
the impurities as a collection of pseudohydrogen
molecules, each of which consists of a pair of
nearest-neighbor donors. However even at concentrations as low as Nn = 1.0x 10'6 donors/cm~,
some important aspects of the EPR and optical
data, cannot be satisfactorily explained in these
terms, Specifically, several such problems are
associated with the "broad-background" EPR line

treferred to as the "broad center line" (BCL) in
this work], which has been directly and indirectly
observed throughout the intermediate concentration range. '4 ~
Morigaki and Maekawa'~ have studied this BCL
for sample impurity concentrations N~ & 1.Vx ]0'7
donors/cms.
These authors reported asymmetries
in the observed line shapes and effective g values'
and intensities that were strong functions of imOn the
purity concentration and temperature.
basis of these data the BCL wa. s attributed to ferromagnetically coupled clusters of donor atoms.
The electronic donor-donor interactions within
each of these clusters were still assumed to be of
the expected antiferromagnetic form. 8
The Morigaki-Maekawa data and interpretation'~
are complicated by the very strong concentration
dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time T,
At low
in intermediately doped S~: P samples.
temperatures (T & 10 K) and Nn & 2x 10'7 donors/
cm3 the values of T, are relatively large, which
entails that "rapid-passage" EPR spectra, are observed, whereas "slow-passage" signals are
monitored for higher temperatures and/or impurity
The different characteristics of
concentrations.
these two types of spectra have hitherto prevented
observation of signals which vary in a smooth and
interpretable manner over the whole of ihe intermediate range. The anomalous line shapes reported by Morigaki and Maekawa and, concomitantly,
the lack of distinction bebveen rapid- and slowpassage signals, introduce sufficient ambiguity into their experimental data to prevent their com-
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piete acceptance. Some of the reported" observations can, in fact, be interpreted as due to
violations of the rapid-passage conditions and/or
the mixing of absorptive and dispersive responses.
In this work we have studied, under rapid- and
slow-passage conditions, the inhomogeneously
broadened' EPR responses of Si: P samples with
5 x 10'6 ~ N~ ~ 1.6 x 10'8 donors/cms at temperatures 1. 1~ T~ 35 K. Particular care was taken
to ensure that all spectra observed mere directly
related to the so-called "absorption envelope"
which represents the inhomogeneously broadened
shape of the imaginary (y") part of the total magnetic susceptibility (1 =y' —zy
of the sample.
An important result of this approach is that the
envelope spectra obtained vary smoothly with N~
and can be directly compared from sample to
sample over the entire intermediate concentration
range. In order to facilitate interpretation, these
envelope spectra are then decomposed into a small
number of distinct components, each of which can
be identified with a relatively mell-defined subgroup of the randomly distributed donor spin system (i. e. , "isolated" donors, donor pairs, donor
triples, etc. ). The experimentally observed behavior of the shape, intensity, and relaxation parameters associated with each of these components
are used to justify this identification, evaluate previous models, and follow the spin-system dynamics.
Section II consists of a brief summary of the
EPR responses obtained from inhomogeneously
broadened spin systems, and is followed (Sec. III)
by a description of our experimental techniques.
Relaxation times, linewidth, and other data are
reported in Sec. IV prior to a discussion of these
results with respect to simple models in Sec. V.

")

II. PASSAGE

CONDITIONS AND THE OBSERVED SPECTRA

A. Introduction

The most conveniently interpreted EPR signals
are obtained when the spectrometer is tuned to
monitor either the purely absorptive or purely

dispersive responses of the paramagnetic sample.
Slow-passage signals may be observed under
either of these tuning conditions. Rapid-passage
situations, on the other hand, require the spectrometer to be tuned to monitor dispersive responses, since the absorptive signal intensity is
appreciably reduced by the saturation of the spin
system. For an inhomogeneously broadened spin
system as obtains in Si: P, however, both the
rapid-passage dispersive and the slow-passage
absorptive responses can be simply related to the
absorption envelopes. We have therefore confined
our experiments to such signals, and the necessary
passage and spectrometer-tuning
requirements
are discussed below. In particular, the meaning
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of such parameters as the spin-packet width, and
the spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation times are
considered under these circumstances and the
relationship between the experimental signals and
the corresponding absorption envelopes are clari-

fied.
B. Slow

passage

In the Bloch phenomenological description of
magnetic resonance, the slow-passage absorptionmode response of an unsaturated homogeneously
broadened system is a Lorentzian profile of width
&H,b, = 2/yT2, where y is the electronic gyromagnetic ratio, and T~ is the Bloch spin-spin relaxation time. We consider the slow-passage response
of an inhomogeneously broadened system to be
described by the Portis "spin-packet" approach, 2'
as extended by Castner. ~ The netprofile observed
is then thought of as a convolution of independent,
homogeneously broadened Lorentzian spin-packet
contributions of width 4II&, with a distribution
function of width 48~. Most commonly encountered sources of inhomogeneous broadening
elicit a Gaussian distribution function and the
resulting absorption envelope is commonly des' This envelope has,
ignated as a Voigt profile.
respectively, Gaussian and Lorentzian character
in the 4H~ «4H~ and 4H~ »4H~ limits. If magnetic field modulation of small enough amplitude
is applied, the first-harmonic signal monitored
is the derivative of this absorption envelope.
The spin-packet concept, which is central to
this approach, has no universally accepted definition. In the original Portis formulation of inhomogeneous broadening, ' the utility of the spin
packet was based on the assumption that spins
whose local fields differ by more than a packet
width can be independently treated. The interaction (or spectral diffusion) between spin packets
was also neglected in the Castner theory ' of the
saturation behavior of inhomogeneously broadened
lines. More recently, however, Wolf ~ and
Clough and Scott~7 have included spectral diffusion
in their calculations only to obtain saturation behavior identical to that of Castner. Although
Clough and Scott consider this agreement to be
accidental, we believe that the two approaches may
be reconciled if the spin packet is viewed in different terms. We follow Klauder and Anderson,
who suggest that the group of constituent spins in
a spin packet takes on a "quasiparticle" status.
It is then the lifetime of these "effective" spins
that becomes shortened (with accompanying increase of 4H~) by the mutual spin-spin flips inherent to spectral diffusion. The Castner formulation will then automatically include situations
where spectral diffusion occurs if the resonance
line shape of each of these effective spine (or spin

'
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packets) is Lorentzian. Calculation has shown this
to be the case for a randomly distributed spin system with dipolar coupling, ~9 and simple arguments
show a simila, r result when the interactions are
dominated by exchange. 3O
In this work we take the Klauder-Anderson~8
view' of the spin packet and, further, will assume
that the packet spin-spin relaxation time in the
presence of spectral diffusion still satisfies the
usual expression:

magnetic field
f irst-harmonic
detection are of particula, r interest. %e present,
in Table I, a compilation of the basic rapid-passage cases and the corresponding signal line
shapes, amplitudes, and phases (with respect to
the modulated magnetic field). The symbols used
are of conventional form. Those not previously
defined include H and
which represent the
amplitude and angular frequency, respectively,
of the modulated magnetic field. The amplitude
of the microwave-frequency
magnetic field is

This definition is consistent with the analogous
relationship for homogeneously broad lines (i. e. ,
2/T2 =y&H, b, ) since, as shown in the Appendix,
or homo4H~ =4H, bs in the rapid-spectral-diffusion
geneous limit. Spin-lattice relaxation processes,
on the other hand, must be treated slightly more
carefully, as the net rates of such processes are
dependent upon the degree of saturation when spectral diffusion mechanisms are present. It is convenient to employ the results of Clough and Scott, 2'
in which a parameter, I/T~, is used to describe
the rate at which the spin system approaches internal thermal equilibrium (or restablishes a "spin
temperature") through spectral diffusion. If the
system is saturated (as under rapid passage) and
T3«T„ the spin system will assume a spin temperature in a, time on the order of T3, from which
the time
it will approach the latticetemperaturemith
constant T„after the microwave radiation is
turned off. The spin-lattice relaxation time is
then given by T, If, on the other hand, the spin
system is not saturated (slow passage), and T,
the spin temperature and lattice temperature
are effectively the same, even in the presence of
microwave radiation. Thus the effective spinlattice relaxation time would be given by T3. Clough
and Scott obtain T, = (T, T2/a) '~2, where a is their
version of an "inhomogeneity parameter.
Our
major a, ssumption is that we can identify their a
with that of Castner (a= 0. 832 r H&/4H~). This
association is nonrigorous, but, as pointed out by
Clough and Scott, a does take the same numerical
values in both theories for similar "saturation
The net relaxation rate of a spin in the
curves.
presence of spectral diffusion for slow-passage
(nonsaturating) conditions can then be written as
I/v, where

given by H1

.

«T„

"

"

1

1

7

Tg

+

1
T3

C. Rapid passage

A lucid and general discussion of the rapid-passage EPR responses of inhomogeneously broadenThe siged systems has been offered by Portis.
nals observed in the dispersive mode of a spectrom-

"

eter employing audio-frequency
modulation

and phase- sensitive

v,

Table I is a slightly modified version of the previous compilation of Portis. ' Qur alterations of,
and comments on, the original formulation are
detailed below.
(i) The Portis formulation employs a spin-relaxation time v which has no clear interpretation
in terms of T, or T~. It can be shown, ~' however,
that this 7 may be replaced by the spin-lattice relaxation time 7, (as we have done), if this spinlattice relaxation time is the same in the rotating
and laboratory frames of reference. As noted by
Clough and Scott, ~' this equivalence of the two
T, 's can be justified for rapid-passage EPH situations, similar to those encountered in the present work, where spin-spin interactions are sufficiently small to result in an inhomogeneously
broadened line.
(ii) We have found, in the Si: P system, that
the passage condition T, dHO/dt &H common to
the original Portis cases 2A and 28 is overly restrictive. Experimentally it was found to be necessary to violate this condition by at least two
orders of magnitude before line-shape distortions
appeared which could be associated with those expected in the T, dHO/dt &H limit (case 4). This
behavior is in accord with the observations of
Feher' for the situation in which the inequalities
T, dH, /dt, AHo &H are satisfied. A possible explanation of these results is suggested by the "lossof-magnetization" phenomena observed by Feher. '
The condition T, dHO/df &H requires that the large
magnetic field Ho (which is swept linea, rly with
time) remains at a given value of H„sampling
spin packets within the range Ho+ JJ, for a time
on the order of T, This presumably guarantees
that a steady-state response is obtained. If the
loss- of-magnetization phenomenon occurs this
steady state could be achieved in a time appreciably less than T„which would account for the insensitivity of the case 2A and 2B signals to the
inequality in question.
(iii) As noted in Table I we have divided passage
case 28 into two parts, according to whether w T,
Portis3'originally
is greater or less than H, /H
considered only the situation where ~ T, & H, /H„,

.

.

TABLE

I.

Rapid-passage conditions and the corre8ponding signal responses ln the dispersion mode obtained from
broadened systems. General conditions: Hf ~ ~p HfH~ «Hz, d00 jdI'& co~4H, yHf 2'f &1 (saturation
@HO/dt, co~~ & yH f 4'adiabatic condition).

inhomogeneously

condition),

Line shape
Amplitude

Case

first harmonic

Passage conditions
Hf
H~ &--

dHO

("m f

H
Xo--

«Hf

(d~Tf

&

~m~f

~H

of first
harmonic X'
dlsperslon
derivative

Phase,
relative
to modulation

absorption
envelope
absorption
envelope

f

absorption
envelope

dHO

dt &~elm

38

X'

H

H
H
~&

of

~fft~f «&

dHO

»f

&m

broadened
absorption
envelope
absorption
derivative

Sign changes
%'ith

rever-

sal of travel.

realizing that if this condition mere not obeyed the
I'Rpid-pclssRge satul'Rtloll Rlld/01' RdiabRtlc collditloII
mould be violated. As pointed out by Bugai, 33
homevex'
violation of the adiabatic coQditloQ is
equivalent to violation of the saturation requirement from the pa, ssage-condition point of vlem.
The slom-passage response produced by such a
violation is invariably im phage mith the modulated
magnetic field. Signa, ls corresponding to case 28
are, however, observed to be II/2 out of phase
mlth the modulat6d fleM, A phase™sensitive detector tuned to monitor such signals mill therefore
be insensitive to violations of the saturation condition as manifested by slom-passage effects. %6
therefore calculated the result for Id I'I «HI/H,
RIld Obtained R 1'espollse slII111R1' (except fol' R
factor 2/II) to that of case 2A.
Three. fuxther featuxes of the case 2A a, nd 28
results are morthy of special note. Fix st, the
signal height undergoes a transition from a linear

(iv) It can be shown'4 (using the Klauder-Anderson concept of the spin packet) that the Portisll
formulation is strictly correct only mhen Hl & 2B~.
In situations mhexe Hl &~H& the passage casesestablished by Portis become modified to the extent that H, is replaced by 4H&. This substitution
has two consequences. First, the signal envelope
can be xegarded as a convolute. on of spin-packet
contributions of midth &H& mith a Gaussian distribution function, and thus is dix'ectly compa, raMe to
slam-passage absorption-envelope signals. Second, the transition from case 3A to case 38 noted
in point (iii) occurs when H„= 4H. The change
from a linear to a logarithmic dependence of the
signal amplitude on H can thexefore be used to
measure +Hp 1Q such sltuatlons,

to a logarithmic dependence on H„(corresponding
to a transition from case 2A to case 2B) when
H =m T,II, This transition point is to be contrasted to the H = H, dividing line bebyeen-~ases
3A and 38. Second, the linear relation that exists betmeen the signal amplitude and T, for the
~„TI &H, /H„section of case 2B offers a simple
and direct may of measuring relative spin-lattice

the rapid-passage dispersion-mode EPR signals
and the absorption envelope.
This means that for
T & 10 K and N~~& 2x 10 donors/oman we can observe (using magnetic field modulation) EPR signals mhich represent the undifferentiated absorptive (lt") component of the complex magnetic susceptibility of the sample mhen Bl & hH~. At high
temperatures and/or concentrations the slow-passage absox'ption-Diode x'esponse is proportional to
the first derivative of this absox'ptive component
(dlt"/dH) if magnetic field modulation is employed.
Integration of these derivative spectra therefore
gives 1'epl'eselltRtlolls of g" (H) wlllcll cRn be dll'ect-

.

161axatlon times~ a,s a, function of temperature~
fox a given sample. Finally, if H «b Hc, the
m T, & j. in-quadrature
signals are not broadened
by H, effects as are the co„7.', &1 m-out-of-phase
signals corx'esponding to cases 3A and 38. 19'3'

D. Absorption envelope and the sloe'- and rapid-passige
responses of intermediately doped Si:P

One of the main results of the Porti, s 3' mork is
the unaxnbiguous relationship established between
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ly compared to the rapid-passage signals obtained
at lower impurity concentrations and/or tempera-

tures.
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

AND TECHNIQUES

A. Apparatus and general techniques

Our measurements were made using a standard
x-band reflection-type spectrometer which employed "narrow-band" phase- sensitive lock- in
(50~ v /2v
detection to the variable-frequency
~ 5x 104 Hz) modulated magnetic field. A constant microwave power level at the crystal detector, independent of the power incident on the
resonant cavity, was required for uniform sensitivity on our slow-passage saturation experiments. This was provided by a "bucking-arm"
A TEgo
arrangement described by Wilmshurst.
brass sample cavity, resonant at = 9. 1 GHz, was
used which had a loaded Q of approximately 4000
at helium temperatures, allowing microwave magnetic fields of up to 1-G (peak to peak) amplitude
at maximum klystron power (55 mW). Critical
coupling of the sample cavity was achieved by an
externally adjustable variable coupler. The experimental methods used for temperature measurement and control have been described in a
previous publication. '
Our rapid-passage experiments, as previously
noted, required observation in the dispersion
mode of the spectrometer as the absorptive comIn such situations
ponent of the signal is saturated.
"locked"
(via a standard
was
the klystron frequency
unit) to an adjustable
automatic-frequency-control
The wavemeter frequency was set to
wavemeter.
correspond to a point approximately one-third to
one-half way up the "dip" produced in the reflected
klystron mode by the cavity absorption. Slowpassage experiments, on the other hand, were
generally made in the absorption mode of the spectrometer, where the klystron frequency was locked
to that of the resonant sample cavity. Distortions
due to the "mixing in" of dispersive responses
were minimized by this process.
The EPR signals obtained were recorded both
LiF: Li (Ref. 4) and
graphically and digitally.
proton NMR marker techniques were used to establish the g values and linewidths associated with
the experimental spectra. In general, we attempted to confine our measurements to signals
corresponding to one of the well-established passage cases.
Four methods of measuring the phenomenological
spin relaxation times T, and T2 were employed.
Three of these are applicable to rapid-passage
EPR signals, while the fourth is strictly a slowpassage technique. The methods are detailed in
the following subsections,

J.

R.

MARKO

B. Rapid-passage

recovery method of measuring

T&

In our version of this standard technique,
the
usual linear sweep of the static field JIO was replaced by a low-frequency (0. 01 to 1 Hz) triangular
or sawtooth modulation of period T . The experimental situation is depicted in Fig. 1 together with
sketches of the observed signals as a function of
time. As noted by Feher, on each single rapid
passage through the line, the magnetization observed is appreciably reduced. In our situation,
during the time T„/2, the line is actually traversed many times owing to the audio-frequency
magnetic field modulation, and we may therefore
expect the magnetization to be very appreciably
reduced by each single low-frequency pass through
the line. If the magnetization is totally destroyed
(saturated) during each such pass through the line,
the ratio of two successive steady-state signal
amplitudes S may be written as

S(ef,)
g

S(T

)

assuming an exponential spin-lattice relaxation
It is ea, sily shown that incomplete saturation during each passage through the line leads
to reduced values of R for &f, & T„/2. To allow
for this, we increased H, and/or the sinusoidal
modulation frequency v for a given 4t, until a
maximum ratio R(T„,&f,) was achieved. The ratio's
R were measured for various ~t, 's by simply adjusting the mean static field value Ho. Equation
(3) could then be fitted, using T, as the adjustable
parameter, to the experimental curve of R vs
4t, It was observed that the most accurate estimates of T, were obtained when T~ —
Owing
to response-time limitations, this method was
confined to situations where T, & 0. 5 sec.

process.

.

4'

Ol

~lO
i(

Sawtooth

FIG.

1.

Modulation

Signals

Schematic representation of the recovery
situations.
T~ in rapid-passage

technique used to measure
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C. Rapid-passage phase method of determining

T,

It can be easily shown from the results of Portis '
that rapid-passage signals observed when H,
H, ~II~ have maximum amplitude at a lock-in
amplifier phase setting Q„p such that

&

—40= ~ —&,
(4)
~
=
0»
'(~
where 8 cot
8 v/2, and $0 is the
T, ),
maximum-amplitude
phase setting for signals
"in phase" with the modulation. The phases corresponding to cases 2A and 3A of Table I represent the &u T, «1 a, nd &o 7, » 1 limits of Eq. (4),
respectively.
4 Rx

In this work the phase setting @o was determined
an additional Si: P sample (N~
=2x 10~8 donors/cms) into the cavity. This sample
exhibited only slow-passage, in-phase signals,
which therefore have maximum amplitudes at
phase settings &Jap= $0+«, where n=+ 1, +2,
etc. The phase setting Pap corresponding to maximum amplitude of the rapid-passage signal can
then be measured, and the phase difference between the two signals written as

by introducing

4'0-«=6

r —40+&=8,

4'a~ —

(5)
where we choose n= —1 and employ Eq. (4). Experimentally, to calculate 8 for a particular
the phase difference +p —g~ is measured and
multiples of m added to or subtracted from it until the angle 8 (between 0 and v/2) is obtained.
The T, of the sample is determined from the slope
of the plot cot8 vs ~ . With the available range
of modulation frequencies, it was possible to
make relaxation-time measurements over the interval 10 ~ T)~ 10

~,

D. Rapid-passage

"modulation-amplitude"
measuring

~z

method for

This technique was discussed in Sec. IIC in
connection with the transition from case SA to 38
of Table I (as H is increased) when H, «HJ, . The
breakdown of the linear relationship between H
and the signal amplitude when H =HI, gives a
rough measure of &HI,
Experimentally, we reduced H, until the values of ~H~ obtained became
independent of any further decrease of H, Otherwise this technique would serve only to measure Hq.
E. Slow-passage saturation method for measuring

.

.

T,

and dA~

We used a, slight modifications' of a method detailed by Castner, ~~ which entails measurement of
the relative absorption-envelope
signal intensity
S(HO) at the center of the (integrated) slow-passage
EPR line. The resulting "saturation curves, "
S(HO, H, ) vs H» yield values of the spin-packet
width 4H~ and the relaxation-time parameter
(T, T~)'~, assuming a sufficient range of microwave
wave power is available. If Eq. (1) holds, T& and
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are determined by this method. It should be
realized, however, that the values of T, thus obtained are inherently more uncertain than those
obtained for 4H~, owing to the fact that the determination of (T, T2)'~2 requires an absolute measurement of the microwave magnetic field H, .
T2

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. General description of the observed spectra

We present in Fig. 2 a series of absorptionenvelope signals, obtained at 1. 2 K, which illustrate the gross concentration dependence of the
EPR spectra of Si: P samples in the intermediate
range. The traces given for samples with impurity
concentrations N~ ~ 2. 2x 10'7 donors/cm were
obtained by a computer integration of the experimental slow-passage absorption derivative responses. As discussed in Sec. IID, these curves
can be directly compared with the rapid-passage
dispersion-mode signals obtained for samples with
smaller impurity concentrations (N~ ~ 1. 2x10

donors/cm').
We observe that these envelope spectra may be
decomposed into threg major components
the
two "hyperfine" lines, the central "pair" line, and
the "broad center line" (BC I ). This decomposition ignores the distinct lines which arise from
clusters of three or four donors. These lines are
small features of the observed spectra, however,
and can be accounted for in a simple manner.
The
characteristics of the three main EPR components
are discussed below.
(i) Hyperfine lines: These two lines are the
only signals directly observable for samples with
N~ ~ lx 10'6 donors/cm~ and for 7~ 30 K. They
are centered at the resonant magnetic fields H",

—

where

In this expression p~ represents the Bohr magneton, h is Planck's constant divided by 2p, and
ro is the angular microwave frequency.
The donorelectron g value and hyperfine constant are denoted by gH and A, respectively, and the E PR lines
are regarded as Voigt profiles in both the rapidand slow-passage regimes (as long as Hq «aHI, ).
The hyperfine lines exhibit a Curie-law susceptibility' and their intensity is observed to decrease
relative to that of the BCL as the impurity concentration is increased from N~ = 5x 10 6 donors/cm~.
(ii) Central pair line: At 1. 1 K this discrete
line appears approximately 0. 5 0 below the midway point between the two hyperfine lines for
samples with 3x 10"~NL, ~ 1. 2x 10" donors/cm~.
This small shift has been interpreted as evidence
for the fact that this line originates from completely
delocalized electrons. 37 The presently available

4190
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the total nuclear spin) donor-pair transition,
provided the energy levels are calculated to second order.
The shape and half-width of this line
are not noticeably different from the hyperfine
line values. Its intensity, relative to that of other
components, is temperature dependent and has been
discussed elseww~ere.
Since these experimental
properties are all fairly consistent with the predictions of the pair model, this line did not receive
any further detailed investigation in the work presently under discussion.
(yn) Broad center line (BCL): As seen in Fig,
2, a broad EPR line, underlying the other relatively discrete spectral components, was directly observed for samples with ND ~ 5x 10' donors/cms.
The BCL shapes were always consistent with the
Voigt profile. We describe the position of this
line by an effective g value g~, which is defined
so that the BCL envelope has its maximum amplitude at a field
~ ~ ~

(c)

2.2- l7

.0- l7

H

= Vlf/gs ps

It was found that g~ always exceeds gH, and ex'
i its a temperature dependence w h'ic h is
in qualitative agreement with the previously re por t e d 46z results.
The disappearance of the BCL for
samples with N~+ 1. 5x 10" donors/cm and T

(e)

-l7

.0- IS

&4. 2 K can
an be
b attributed to rapid-passage
ff t '4
n to
and
o the observation of sloe&-passage absorption
erivative spectra without subsequent integration.
The experimental behavior of this line strongly
suggests that it is the low-concentration precursor
of the single spectral line' observed in heavily
doped samples (N~ ~ 1. 5x10" donors/cm').
Inn S.e following subsections we present and
briefly discuss the experimental data obtained for
the hyperfine and BCL spectral components.

8 . Experimental

data on the hyperfine

lines

Experimental observability:
The two hyperine lines were observed in samples with im urity
8
~

FIG. 2. Absorption-envelope spectra for intermediately doped Si: P sample at 1.2 K. The sample number is
given in the upper right-hand corner of each figure. (a)
reand (b) represent rapid-passage dispersion-mode
sponses. (c)- (f) give the slower-passage absorption-mode
derivative signals and the corresponding (integrated) absorption-envelope spectra. All spectra are plotted on
the same scale, the full svreep width being 150 G.

transport and EPR data do not, however, lend any
The position and other
support to this hypothesis.
characteristics of this resonance are very satisfactorily explained if one assumes that t
from the mz = 0 (where mr is the z component of

lines remained in evidence at temperature sup t 0
E. As this upper temperature limit is approached, the hyperfine lines simultaneously broaden, move together, and subsequently disappear.
This behavior is similar to that reported by Lepine
or slightly less concentrated samples. The Curieaw susceptibility of these lines and the increasing
importance of the BCL combine to lim t their observabili~ to T+ 30 K in more highly concentrat17
ed &N
This
( ~ 2. 2x 10 donors/cm 3) samples.
maximum temperature at which the hyp f'
lines
may be detected falls to approximately 10 K as
Nn is further increased to = 1. Ox 10' donors/cm
(ii) Hyperf inc constant and g values: The splitting between the hyperfine lines (4 = 41. 6+ 0. 3 Oe)
~
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FIG. 3. Hyperfine-line g values (open circle) and
BCL (closed circle) as a function of donor concentration
(T=1.2 K).

was observed to be independent of the impurity
concentration. 4' We detected, however, a previously unreported concentration dependence of the
hyperfine-line g value (gs) appropriate to Eq. (8).
Our experimental values of g~ are plotted as a
function of N~ in Fig. 3. The values of g~ at the
low end of our impurity concentration range agree
(within experimental error) with the value reported
by Feher. ' However, it is seen that this experimental quantity decreases smoothly with increasing Ni, in the upper half of the intermediate concentra, tion range. Although the accuracy of our
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measurements decrease with rising temperature,
no significant temperature dependence of g~ was
observed.
(iii) Spin-packet widths: Our measured values
of the hyperfine-line spin-packet widths (&H~)
are shown as a function of ND in Fig. 4. These
widths were obtained by either the modulationamplitude or slow-passage saturation techniques
depending upon the magnitudes of the spin-relaxation times. The observed values of 4H~~ were
independent of temperature (up to at least 10 K) in
all samples. As noted in Fig. 4, our data indicate
that 4H~~ is proportional to the second or third
power of the impurity concentration over most of
the intermediate range. Both this concentration
dependence and the experimental spin-packetwidth magnitudes are inconsistent with earlier
spin-echo measurements 3 of 4H~ if the observed
echo decay times are assumed equal to T2. Finally it should be noted that AH~ was equal to the
observed hyperfine linewidths for samples with
In the latter cases, the
N& & 8 10" donors/cm3.
measured values of a were greater than 1, and
the nearly Lorentzian lines can be considered to
be homogeneously broadened.
The experimental spin(iv) T, measurements:
lattice relaxation times (T", ) associated with the
hyperfine lines are presented in Fig. 5. These
results were obtained using the rapid-passage re&&
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FIG. 4. Hyperfine-line spin-packet widths at 1.2 K
as a function of impurity concentration. The small-dash
line illustrates an N~ dependence, whereas the largedash line illustrates an ND dependence.

F IG. 5. Hyperfine-line spin-lattice relaxation times
as a function of temperature for intermediately doped
Si: P samples. Included in this figure are the results of
Refs. 15 and 43 for a sample with ND=1. 0&&10 donors/
cm3. Data are plotted for sample 5. 0-16 (open square),

sample 1.2-17 (open circle), sample 2. 2-17 (closed triangle), sample 3. 0-17 (open triangle), and sample 6. 0-17
(closed circle).
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covery and phase methods for samples with N~
and through the slowpassage saturation technique for more highly concentrated materials. The relaxation times for
sample 2. 2-1V were such that both slow- and rapidpassage signals could be observed for temperatures T + 10 K, and thus allowed the use of both
the phase and saturation methods in this sample.
It was found that these rapid- and slow-passage
techniques preferentially sample the slowest and
fastest relaxing spins, respectively, in the microscopically inhomogeneous sample. 9 Some ambiguity does exist, therefore, in the quoted values
of T for sample 2. 2-1V. For consistency we
have chosen to use only the slow-passage values
for samples with N~ ~ 2. 2x 10" donors/cm~.
Figure 5 also includes T~~ data obtained by Feher
and acre" and Castner" for a sample with ND
= 1x 10'~ donors/cm~ in which the relaxation is
dominated by intrinsic (concentration independent)
spin-lattice relaxation mechanisms.
It can be observed that extrinsic (concentration dependent) processes control the relaxation rate at all experimental temperatures in samples with N~ ~ 2. 2&& 10"
donors/cm
Further, the temperature dependence of this extrinsic mechanism would appear
to be described by the relation

~ 1.2x 10" donors/cms,

&

.

where n= 1. 5+ 0. 2. A similar temperature dependence for the extrinsic process has been previously
observed" in samples at least as dilute as N~
= 3. 9x 10'~ donors/cm~.
The concentration-dependent mechanisms remain dominant over intrinsic processes for temperatures T &
where
T is a maximum temperature which increases
with N~.

T,

C. Experimental

data on the broad center line (BCL)

(i) BCL line shape: As indicated in Sec. IVA
our experimental absorption-envelope spectra, could
always be decomposed in terms of symmetric,
inhomogeneously broadened, broad center lines
of the Voigt-profile form. A similar procedure
could not be applied to slow-passage dispersionmode dy '/dH signals, because, aside from other
factors, it proved extremely difficult to totally
The
exclude "mixed-in" absorptive components.
latter signal contributions introduce asymmetry
into the experimental line shapes and can be shown"
to be responsible for the distortions of the type
observed by Morigaki and Maekawa. '7 In the slowpassage absorption mode any dispersive dy'/dH
components can be effectively eliminated by electronically locking the klystron frequency to that
of the sample cavity.
(ii) g values: Our experimental values of. gs,
obtained a.t 1. 2 K, a.re given in Fig. 3. These
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values tend smoothly with increasing NI, toward
the so-called "conduction-electron" g value g,
= 1. 9988. This behavior of g~ mirrors the concentration dependence of g~ noted previously, and
it can be seen that g~ —g~=0. 0014+ 0. 0002 for N~
~ 1. 2 x 10'7 donors/cms. This value of gs g„ is
consistent with the field shift of the BCL (relative
to the center of the hyperfine-line pattern) previously reported by Morigaki and Maekawa. ' Absolute field positions were not measured in this
earlier work, however, and the possibility of a
concentration dependence in gH was not examined.
A temperature dependence of g~ was observed
in our work, and is illustrated in Fig. 6 for sample 6. 0-17. The values of g~ decrease with rising
temperature, approaching the conduction- electron
g value at higher temperatures. This dependence
is again in rough accord with the results of MoriIt is interesting to note, howgaki and Maekawa.
ever, that in more concentrated samples (X& ~ 2
x10'~ donors/cm') the temperature independence
of g„results in a significant deviation, g~ -gH, at
all experimental temperatures.
(iii) BCL widths and spin-packet widths: The
observed envelope linewidths (hH, „,) of the BCL
are plotted as functions of concentration and temperature in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. It can be
observed that the BCL narrows appreciably with
increase of temperature or impurity concentration.
The BCL spin-packet widths (hH~) for samples
2. 2-1V and 3. 0-17, as obtained by the saturation
technique, are plotted as a function of temperature
in Fig. 9. The interesting feature of these results
is that as the over-all linewidth AII, b, decreases
with rising temperature,
an increase is noted in
the packet linewidths AH p. This temperature dependence was not restricted to slow-passage situations, as similar behavior was indirectly observed in samples 5. 0-16 and 1. 2-1V via a rapid-
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laxation rate (in the presence of spectral diffusion)
of the BCL spins is Slower than that of the hyperflne SplnS»
D. Relative intensities of the spectral components

the px'ecedlng sub86ctlons we hRve px'686Qted
quantitRtlve IQeRSUX'68 of the chRl Rctex'18tlc pRx'RIQeters common to the dominant featux'es of our spectx'R —
the hyperflne Rnd bl oRd centex' lines. %6 hRve
so far avoided detaH. ed consideration of the relative
of the
intensities of these llD68, oi, ' equivalently
fractional number of extrinsic spins which contribSuch an identifiute to each spectral component.
cation is straightforward in the case where all components of the system contribute only slow-passage
(unsaturated) signals. A comparison of the area
under each of the (decomposed) absorption-envelope
components can then be used to find the "fractional
associated with 6Rch eleIQent of the
susceptlblllty
the 1 elRtlve 8UscepID pRx'tlculRx'
spin System.
tibility of the BCL at 1. 2 K (y, /y, "') can be obtained
by estimating the fraction of the area under the absorption-envelope spectra of Figs. 2(a), 2(c)-2{f),
which is associated only with the BCL. Such RD
analysis could not be applied to the 1. 2-K rapidpassage envelope spectra of sample 1. 2-17 because
of spectral-diffusion effects which artificially enhance the BCL intensity relative to that of the hyperflD6 llD68.
Instead, R meRsux'6 of th18 ratio wRS
obtained (utilizing the observed Curie-law dependences of the hyperfine and BCL components) from
an {integrated) unsaturated slow-passage absorption-mode signal obtained at 13 'K. Such spectraldiffusion effects could be minimized for sample
5. 0-16 and measures of the fractional susceptibility
wexe taken directly from the 1. 2-K rapid-passage
envelope data. The resulting values of X, /y, are
plotted as R function of ND in Figs. 11. It can be
observed that the fractional susceptibility of the
BCL rises monotonica1ly with ND through the interID
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sic spin and the form of its EPR contribution. As
indicated in Sec. I, some early success has been
achieved in this respect with the identification of
the oxigins of the hyperfine and central lines. The
BCL component, on ihe other hand, has been attribUted ' to donol pRlx'8 hRvlng J —
A~ Rnd to soIQ6
of the EPR transitions in donor triples. '
The
relatively large BCL linewidths axe assumed to
arise in both cases from the fact that the resonant
tx'Rnsltlon 6nex'gles depend upoD the IQRgllltudes of
the donor-donor exchange constants. The random
distribution of donors leads to spatial variations
in the, magnitudes of these exchange constants, giving rise to a single-broad-line EPR spectrum.
In fact, however, the fractional susceptibilities
of Fig. 11 are too large to allow the BCI. to be
understood in terms of the small fraction of donox'
pairs in which J =A. On the other hand, a convlnclng ldeDtlflcatlon of the BCL Rs due to clu8tex'8
of three donors has been hampered by two difficulties. First, the RsyIQIQetx'lc BCL ShRpes px'evlously reported are Dot easily reproduced by calculations of the cluster-of-three (donor triple) spectrum. This complication has been removed by our
results, which indicate a symmetxic fox"m for the
BCL. A second difficulty remains, however, in
that a satisfactory calculation of the donox'-triple
EPR spectxum has not yet, to oux knowledge, been
pex'fox'IQed.
ShimizU
hRS IQRde 3Q attempt ln this
direction, but his results are inadequate in at least
three respects. The most obvious difficulty with
his calculated donor-triple spectrum is that it is
Dot invariant under a permutation of the donor spin

"'

d't

c t t'

'"

g.

The ratios X, /X, obtained varied by less than
+ 590 over the temperature interval 1. 2 K&15 K for
samples with 2. 2&&10 &Nz & 6. 0&&10 donors/cm
(As previously noted, the hyperfine lines disappeared
at = 10 K in sample 1. 0-18. ) Given the observed
Curie-law susceptibility of the hyperfine line, these
results would indicate a similax dependence for the
At temperatures T ~ 20 K,
HCI. spin susceptibility.
these ratios begin to increase appreciably with tempex'Rture
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A. Origin of the EPR spectrum components

this Section we Rttenlpt to constl uct R model
of the Sl; P system which 18 coDslstent with the dRtR
of Sec. IV. Such a model must establish a relation
between the spRtlRl envlronIQ6Qt of R given extrlQID

FIG. 11. Relative susceptibility of the HCL spectral
component as a function of impurity concentration (T
=1.2 K). The solid curve gives the fraction of donors
in clusters of three or more as computed from the results of Holcomb and Rehr (see text).

EPR PROPERTIES OF n- TYPE SILICON
indices. Second, it predicts significant discrete
EPR lines at the resonant fields H= (1/gHps)(hu&
+~A), which have not been observed. A final criticism of this work may be directed at its limitation
to energy-level terms which contain A only to the
zeroth and first powers. Second-order terms appear to be essential to detailed understanding of
the donor-pair spectrum,
and we see no reason
why this should not also be the case for the donor

triple.
%'e take a somewhat different approach, and note
that in any case the donor-triple BCL model will
be inadequate for more highly concentrated sam-

ples, where significant numbers of higher-order
clusters (i. e. , of four, five, etc. , donors) may be
expected. To account for this circumstance it is
useful to employ the results of the Holcomb and
Rehr Monte Carlo calculation to obtain the probthat a given donor is a member
ability P~ (= Ns/N~) —
of a cluster of three ox snore impurity atoms. In
this model the cluster membership criterion requires that a member donor must be separated
from at least one other member of the cluster by
less than a maximum distance R . The solid
line in Fig. 11 is a plot of N3/N~ for a particular
value of R ~ (R,„= 132+6 A) which was chosen to
optimize the agreement between NgN~ and y, /y,
This agreement is seen to be quite good except,
perhaps, for samples with impurity concentrations
near the upper end of the intermediate range, where
the relative BCL susceptibility does not increase
quite as rapidly as N~/N~.
Further, the 132-A
value obtained for
„ is consistent with expectations on the basis of our earlier study of inter*
donor interactions.
We therefore feel that the
correspondence of NgN~ and gs/X, illustrated in
Fig. 11 provides considerable support for the proposal that the BCL arises primarily from clusters
of three or more donors.
This proposal is similar in some respects to a
hypothesis offered previously by Morigaki and
Maekawa.
The specifics of their model are discussed in the following subsections in connection
with our g-value and spin-relaxation data.

'".

R,

"'

B. Discussion of g-value

measurements

In Sec. IV important differences were noted between the g values associated with the BCL and
hyperfine lines, respectively.
The BCL g values
g~ decrease toward the conduction-electrong value
g, as the temperature is raised from 1 K and/or
as the impurity concentration is increased through
the interval 1 x10 ~ N~ ~ 2x 10 donors/cm
The
hyperfine-lineg valuegH, on the other hand, is
temperature independent and falls below g, when
the concentration is increased above N~-1x10 ~

l.

.

donors/cm .
Morigaki and Maekawa'

have attempted

to ex-
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plain the BCLg shifts in terms of an "effectivefield" approximation which entails a ferromagnetic exchange interaction between neighboring clusters. The interdonor coupling within a cluster
was still assumed to be of the usual antiferromag-

netic form and the predicted g-value shift written
as
(9)

f

In this expression
is a constant related to the
number of spins in a given cluster and 7 is an average exchange constant descriptive of the intercluster coupling. This latter quantity must be negative (ferromagnetic) in order to account for the
positive experimental values of g~ -g,
If we assume that and 6' are temperature independent, Eq. (9) offers a reasonably good description of the experimentally observed temperature
dependence of g~. The observed concentration dependence, however, requires that the product fF
be a decreasing function of the impurity concentration when ND 2x10 ~ donors/cm
It is possible
that such behavior could arise from a decrease in
the importance of intercluster coupling as the average size of the clusters is increased. There is,
however, no other independent evidence for such
an effect. Completeness, within such a model,
would also appear to require that g~ -g, tends to
zero at low impurity concentrations where large
cluster separations may be expected to give negligible ferromagnetic coupling. Unfortunately, the
amplitude and width of the BCL signals in samples
with N~ + 1. 2x 10'~ donors/cm~ are such that g-value measurements cannot be made to sufficient accuracy to check this hypothesis.
Perhaps the most sensitive detectors of the internal effective fields postulated in the MorigakiMaekawa' model would be the highly coupled donorpair spin transitions which contribute to the. hyperfine and central-pair EPR lines. These pair transitions may be expected to respond in a similar
manner to the effective fields associated with the
intercluster coupling and contribute an appreciable
fraction of the observed hyperfine-line intensity in
our more highly concentrated samples. The g
shifts g~-g, of the hyperfine lines in such samples
can therefore be used to test the Morigaki-Maekawa
model. However in this case the observedg-value
shifts would indicate that 6' &0 and that f6: increases
with increasing ND. These conclusions conflict
with the results previously inferred from the BCL
data. Further, the observed temperature independence of g„ is inexplicable in terms of a relationship similar to Eq. (9). We therefore conclude
that the observed behavior of gH is not consistent
with the Morigaki-Maekawa model of the BCL.
%'e believe that a better understanding of the
shifts observed in the position of the BCL may be

.

f
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achieved in terms of a more complete calculation
of the donor-triple spectrum. An indication of this
possibility may be found in the fact that the deviations g~ -g, exhibit behavior, as a function of ND
and T, very similar to that noted earlier [see Sec.
IV A (ii) for g, -g, ]. The latter shifts are apparently explicable in terms of the second-order Jdependent energy-level scheme, and hence an
equivalent shifting mechanism would appear likely
to exist in the case of the donor triples and larger
clusters, which, according to our thesis, are the
dominant sources of the BCL.
The observed concentration dependence of g~
may be attributed to the enhanced electron delocalization which obtains in the increasingly large clusters which appear as N~ is raised to 2x 10~8 donors/
cm
In large enough clusters, the collective behavior of the extrinsic electrons mill produce
shielding effects that reduce the attractive potential
of any particular impurity site in that cluster. In
the limit of total shielding (no hyperfine interaction)
me expect to monitor a single EPR line mith the
"free"-electron g value g, In this viem, the shift
of g~ towards g, with rising R~ reflects the increasingly delocalized nature of the extrinsic electrons responsible for the BCL.
The observed shift in hyperfine-line position indicated by the concentration dependence of gH would
appear to be a phenomenon entirely distinct from
the expected shifts due to the second-order (in A. )
terms in the donor-pair transitions mhich occur
at or near the hyperfine-line frequencies.
Our
only explanation for this result must be based on
the ideas of Sec. V C, in mhich it is argued that
the isolated (hyperfine line) spins relax via cross
relaxation to the faster relaxing clusters associated with the BCL. Some of the allowed transitions
corresponding to clusters of three and four donors
occur at or near the hyperfine-line frequencies,
and it is these transitions which may be responsible for significant cross-relaxation effects. If
these transition frequencies are appreciably shifted
by second-order effects similar to those predicted
for the donor pair, me may expect the hyperfine
lines to exhibit a similar shift. This is, of course,
providing the cluster transition is still within 1/Tz
of the original hyperfine-line resonant frequency,
and the intrinsic hyperfine spin relaxation rates
are slower than those associated mith cross relaxation. Such a mechanism would also be temperature independent within the above limitations.

.

.

C. Linewidths and relaxation times

In this section we first discuss the spin-packet
width and spin-lattice relaxation-time data pertaining to both the BCL and hyperfine lines. Subsequently, a model is suggested whereby (isolated)
spins contributing to the hyperfine lines relax to
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the lattice via intermediary

processes

mith

"cross- relaxation"

faster-relaxing

BCL spins. It is
for the ob-

shown that this model would account
served concentration and temperature

deyendences
of the hyperfine spin-lattice relaxation time T&.
The magnitudes of the hyperfine-line spin-packet
widths appreciably exceed those values inferred
from either spin-lifetime calculations' (assuming
dipolar spin-spin coupli. ng) or early measurements
of the decay rate of spin echoes.
The concentration dependence &II~~WD', which was observed
over most of the intermediate range, is also in
strong disagreement mith the concentration independence of the spin-echo results.
These discrepancies have been substantially resolved by a
recent publication,
where it is argued that the
spin-echo experiments in question give an incorrect measure of the spin-spin interactions appropriate to our EPR experiments.
The large spinpacket widths observed, and the correspondingly
fast spin-echo decays obtained in recent pulse experiments
can both be understood in terms of
interdonor exchange interactions.
(Even in a sample as dilute as N~ = 5 X 10'6 donors/cm~ approximately 80% of all donors have a nearest neighbor
close enough to realize an exchange interaction

S&y~a",. )

The BCL packet widths exhibit a strong concentration dependence similar. to that observed for
hH~. This dependence may be qualitatively understood in terms of previously discussed
exchangenarrowing arguments.
Using the earlier notation,
it may be observed that the exchange interaction
between nearby effective spins A and B will eventually exceed h~z&/2v as N~ is increased. This
results in the formation of a new "exchange-narrowed" effective spin with resonant frequency
(&~+ &&)/4w. The observed increase of the experimental packet width toward the observed linewidth,
as ND is increased, indicates that ee observe the
response of progressively larger clusters or effective syins, until the limiting high-concentration
case is reached where all donors in the sample may
be considered to constitute a single large cluster.
The hyperfine spin-lattice relaxation-time (Tq )
data of Fig. 4 illustrated the dominance of concentration-dependent
(extrinsic) spin relaxation mechanisms in our intermediately doped Si: P samples.
As indicated by earlier work, ' the rather weak
Tq concentration dependence [T, ~ (N~)
] observed for samples with ND~ 4x10'6 donors jcm'
becomes considerably stronger at larger impurity
concentrations.
By way of example, the approximately fourfold increase of ND betmeen samples
5. 0-16 and 2. 2-1V results, at 1. 2 K, in a reduction of Tq by a factor of approximately 10. In
view of these large changes in the relaxation rates
we found it surprising that the lom-temperature

J

E PR PROPE RTIE S OF ndependence observed in dilute samples
Tz ~ T
was obeyed throughout the rest of the intermediate
range. This continuity woul'd, at first glance, appear to have important implications for the fastcenter models previously proposed to explain the
In these models it is assumed that most
T& data.
of the "isolated" donors (which, for Nn &6xl0'~
donors/cm, contribute the major portion of the
observed hyperfine-line intensity) relax to the lattice through a process which involves spatial spin
diffusion and cross relaxation with fast-relaxing
centers. The Yang-Honig treatment of earlier
Si: P EPR data assumes the fast-relaxing centers
(FRC's) to be strongly coupled donor pairs. Fast
relaxation rates in such pairs have been observed
experimentally ' 4 and are consistent with theoretical expectations.
Since the (pair) exchange interaction is diagonal in the total electronic spin,
however, the pair relaxation mechanism is dependent upon a mixing (by the hyperfine interaction)
of states of different electronic spin. This mixing
requirement is responsible for a considerable reduction in the size of the transition matrix elements relative to those associated with the donor
triple. In the latter case a simple modulation of
the isotropic exchange interaction by the lattice
vibrations can directly induce spin relaxation. '
We may therefore expect that a cluster of n ~ 3
donors would relax to the lattice at a rate significantly faster than that of a pair, assuming comparable interdonor separations.
This expectation
is consistent with our BCL Tj data, and our proposal that this line arises from clusters of three
or more donors. The continuity of the T& cc T 3
dependence through the intermediate concentration
range cannot, however, be used to justify the dominance of a donor-triple FRC mechanism in all of
these samples. It is possible, however, to contend that the stronger concentration dependence of
Tf, observed when N~ exceeds -5x10 8 donors/
cm, is due to the increasing availability of donortriple FRC's. In any case a fairly strong argument
may be made for a model in which the syin in the
BCL serve as fast-relaxing centers for the more
isolated hyperfine-line centers. This proposal is
discussed in the following paragrayhs.
First, in order to qualify as fast centers, the
BCL spins must have spin relaxation rates which
are significantly faster than those of the isolated
spins contributing to the hyyerfine lines. Our experimental results would, at first glance, appear
to present some difficulties in this respect since
it was observed that T& may exceed Tq in samples
with N~ ~ 2. 2x10 donors/cm . .As noted in Sec.
II 8, however, the relevant spin-relaxation parameter is the mean or net spin relaxation rate 1/r
defined in Eg. (2). Assuming that Tz&T, (which
was satisfied in all experimental situations), the
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relevant fast-center BCL criterion is that T3 & T3.
It was found that this inequality was satisfied by
at least an order of magnitude for all slow-passage
samples. This experimental fact can therefore
be taken as evidence for the. fast-relaxing-center
capability of the BCL spins.
In the past, the possibility of significant syin
relaxation through donor-triple FRC's has been
neglected in samples with ND & 5x 10'6 donors/cm,
since the number of such clusters was assumed to
be very small. However, on the basis of our pluster-membership criterion, it would appear that
even in a 2x 10 6 donors/cm
sample approximately
5% of all donors belong to clusters of three or
more impurities.
Assuming that the BCL packet
widths are large enough to allow good cross-relaxation contact between the isolated hyyerfine spins
and the BCL spins (as evidenced by the strong
spectral-diffusion effects, evidently responsible
for off-line saturation EPR phenomena '~4) we
contend that donor triples must be considered as
competitive fast centers for concentrations as low
as 1 x 10 donors/cms.
The relaxation of the isolated spins may then be
qualitatively understood in terms of the YangHonig fast-center model, where the fast centers
are the BCL spins. Given that T3 «T~ in all cases,
isolated spins will experience relatively rapid spectral diffusion until they encounter an FRC with
which they can cross relax. Assuming that the
cross-relaxation time is much shorter than the
BCL fast-center spin-lattice relaxation time, the
extrinsic spin-lattice relaxation rate of the isolated syins will obey the proportionality 6
1
NFRC
TH1

NH

TFRc
R

where N»c is the number of BCL fast centers
available to a given isolated spin, and NH is the
number of isolated spins. T„" is the spin relaxation time of the BCL fast centers. The quantity
N»c appropriate to a hyperfine-line spin at a resonant field H=H' would be expected to be fairly
well given by the number of BCL spins in the packet of width hHP centered at H'. As 4II,» changes
only a small amount with increasing temperature
for T» 10 K, NFRc would be proportional to 8H„.
The identification of T„" with either T& or T3
depends on the degree to which the BCL spin system is saturated by the microwave radiation, as
discussed in Section II B. Given that T3 & Tz, and
saturation (rapid passage) conditions, the fastcenter relaxation time would be given by T&" = Tq.
The experimental proportionalities Tz ~
AHBP
~ To 5 md the assumption NFRc~ bHBP when substituted into Eg. (10) lead to the relation T& ~ T
in agreement with the results in rapid-passage
situations. Under nonsaturating slow-passage
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conditions, however, T3 describes the time taken
for a spin to relax to the lattice temperature and
is, therefore, the effective spin-lattice relaxation
time. Identifying Ts = T~ = (T, T~/a) '~2, where
a=&HP/&Ho &H~/&H~, (a&1), we obtain Tav"o

which leads to the same Tl cc T '~ relation
obtained in the rapid-passage case, and is in agreement with our slow-passage experimental results.
It is impossible, however, to predict the concentration dependence and magnitudes of T j in terms of
this model in the absence of a detailed expression
for the fast-center relaxation rate. Further progress in understanding these concentration-dependent spin-lattice processes would appear to require
further theoretical studies of BCL and hyperfine
line- shape and relaxation parameters.

J.

R.

also grateful to Dr. C. Mailer, of the University
of Western Ontario, for calling several important
references to our attention.
APPENMX: EXTENSION OF THE CASTNER
SATURATION-CURVE CALCULATION

~ T,

D. Summary

The primary aim of this work has been to clarify
the nature of the EPR spectra peculiar to Si: P
samples with intermediate impurity concentrations.
As most of the difficulties previously encountered
have concerned the "broad background'* or "broad
center"' line (BCL), much of our attention has been
This line is
devoted to this spectral component.
observed to be of the standard symmetric form
associated with a convolution of a Gaussian envelope with Lorentzian spin-packet contributions.
Its behavior, with regard to field position and
linewidth as the impurity concentration and/or
temperature is raised, confirms that it is the
low-concentration percursor of the single EPR
line seen in samples with Nz, 5 2x 10'8 donors/cms.
Our measurements reveal that the relative susceptibility of this line correlates well with the expected fraction of donors which exist as members
of clusters of three or more impurity atoms. The
observed variation of BCL and hyperfine-line
parameters do not seem inconsistent with the anticipated results of a second-order calculation of
the EPR spectrum of a cluster of three donors.
The observed intensities, spin relaxation rates
and spin-packet widths associated with the BCL
suggest that clusters contributing to the BCL may
serve as important fast-relaxing centers for the
relatively isolated "hyperfine" spins, even in relatively dilute samples. A simple mechanism is
suggested for this relaxation process based on a
correspondence between the number of effective
BCL fast centers and the width of the BCL spin
packets. Insuff icient understanding of both spinspin and spin-lattice interactions do not presently
allow verification of this model ox its extension
to a more quantltatlve form,
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broadAn integral form of the inhomogeneously
line shape was derived
ened absorption-envelope
by Castner, 22 assuming a Gaussian envelope and
Lorentzlan spin packets, and can be written as
XO

~H ~H
H»r -r. PP -aO&/zagg2dII»
~I

t~

1+[(H —Ho)/&H~]
~

0

p/

/ 2

+y ~H, T,I T2'
~
~I

~

t~

~

~

(Al)
where EH~=AHp/2 and AHs =&Ho/1. 665. We
identify 4II~ as the full spin-packet width at halfmaximum, 4H~ as the full Gaussian-envelope
and yo as the "static"
width at half-maximum,
Letting S = 1+y H, T, T2,
magnetic susceptibility.

y=(H'-H, )/~H,', s=~H'/~H, '

and ~=(H-H, )/
and noting that H' varies slowly in comparison with other terms in the integrand of Eq.

4II~,

(Al)(HO»AH~, AHo), we obtain
1

yoH

X

(H)= ggsAHi

h

JI f2

e~
(

p
(A2)

where b=gs. At the line center v=0, and it is
easy to obtain the Castner saturation-curve result'2
X

~

0)

a22
y~, e' ' [1 —erf(as)]

(A8)

The parameters a and (T, T2)'~2 may be obtained
in the manner described by Castner. 22
The Gaussian half-width 4H~ is not necessarily
equal to the width of the experimentally observed
line. Gi, ven low microwave power so that the spin
system is not saturated (i. e. , s= 1), we have
X

"(H)=

,

t

H.
~Hc

&'.
m

~

a

.+(v-S).
',

dy

.

(A4)

The term in brackets is commonly called a Voigt
profile. Posener'7 has determined the observed
half-width at half-amplitude (&H~, ) of this profile
as a function of a, and has shown that 4H, b, is
related to the Gaussian half-width according to

aH„, = w hH~/0. 832,

(A6)

where the correction factor m is a computed function of g. It is easy to show that the spin-packet
width is related to 4H, b, according to
&H~ = (a/w)&H, »,

when

g»

1,

m

such sltuatlons,

= g,

and therefore

(A6)

4H~ = 4H, b, in
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